The joint spectrum of commuting operators, as introduced by Taylor, has been shown by Cho and Takaguchi to be the set of joint eigenvalues in the case of matrices. These joint eigenvalues can be read off from their simultaneous uppertriangularization. We prove here a similar result for compact operators on Banach spaces.
The joint diagonal coefficients are then defined to be the n-tuples 2 f -, i=l,...,JV, consisting of the ith. diagonal entries in the matrices of Ai,...,A n i.e. At = (^/ 1} ,... f^/ w) ). In this case, it is well-known that 0r(A) = <J P t(A) = the set of all joint diagonal coefficients of A. See e.g., [2] , [3, page 401] and [6, Prop. 7] . Here we will obtain an extension of this to commuting compact linear operators acting on infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. For the reader's convenience, the known results for a single operator are summarised in Section 2. This will also serve to establish notations used later. In Section 3 we obtain some spectral properties of commuting compact tuples of Banach space operators. In Section 4 we show that such tuples can be simultaneously reduced to a triangular form, and that their joint spectrum can be read off from that form. §2 0 Preliminaries Throughout the paper, X stands for a complex infinite-dimensional Banach space. The set £ of all closed subspaces of X is a partially ordered set under inclusion. A totally ordered subset of this set is called a chain. The class ô f all chains is again a partially ordered set by the inclusion relation on the subsets of $£. Let ^o be a completely ordered subset of ^. If we define 2PQ = U (3F: & e ^0}, then it follows easily that ^o is a chain, ^o is obviously an upper bound for the class $o. Moreover if ^ is any other upper bound, then ^ô C S. So ^o is the least upper bound of the class ^o-So each totally ordered subset of # has a least upper bound. It follows from Zorn's lemma that # contains maximal elements, which we call maximal chains. Every chain is contained in at least one maximal chain.
Given a subfamily ^o of a chain 9 the set fi {L: L ^ ^Q} is a closed subspace of X, the same is true for U (L: L ^ ^o), where M denotes the closure of M in norm. Given M ^ 2P, the immediate predecessor of M is defined to be the subspace interpreting the right hand side as {0} when there is no proper subspace of M in SP. The subsapce M-is not necessarily in 3F.
A chain 3F is called a simple chain if it satisfies the following conditions :
(n) if ^o is a subfamily of 9 then H {L: L e ^0} and U {L: L e ^0) are in ^.
(in) for each M ^ 3^, dimM/Af-is at most one. Condition (ii) implies that M-^ 2? for each M e 5\ A continuous chain is a simple chain such that M-M-for each M^ 2F. It is known that a chain is maximal if and only if it is simple. For a detailed proof of this, see [8] .
A chain SF is called invariant under a compact operator T if each M ^ $F is an invariant subspace of T. It is a classical fact (see [1] ) that any compact operator T has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace i.e., there exists a closed subspace which is neither {0} nor X and which is left invariant by T. This shows the existence of non-trivial invariant chains. Let $, denote the class of all invariant chains of T. The usual Zorn's lemma argument applied to ^j shows the existence of maximal elements of #, which we call maximal invariant chains. It is not apparent that maximal invariant chains are also maximal chains i.e., elements which are maximal in ^2 are maximal in ^. The following theorem (see [8] . page 169) shows that this is indeed the case. (ii) the diagonal multiplicity of X is equal to its algebraic multiplicity as an eigenvalue of T.
(
iii) If a(T) denotes the spectrum of T, then a (T) = { 0 } if and only if T(M) £ M_ for all M e 9. §3 0 Spectral Properties
In this section we shall see that the spectral properties of a compact n-tuple resemble those of an n-tuple of matrices to a large extent. First we recapitulate very briefly the definition of the Taylor joint spectrum. Let A n be the exterior algebra on n generators with identity g 0 = l. This is the algebra of forms in ei,...,e n with complex coefficients, subject to the collapsing property ete } + eje t = Q(l<i, j<n). The algebra A n is graded : A n = ®1=iAn with ie tl '...° e lk : l<ii<...<i k <n} as the basis for A n . Let E t : A n -»A n be given by 
and Dl=D A L*un.) Then the Ta^/or ;oM spectrum of A on X is defined as
We say that A is nonsingular on X if 0 ^ OT (A) . An important subset of the Taylor joint spectrum is the joint point spectrum (j pt (A) which is the set of all joint eigenvalues. Ajoint eigenvalue of A is an n-tuple of scalars 2 = (2i,...,2 n ) for which there exists a non-zero vector x ^ ^satisfying Aix-2ix,...,A n x = 2 n x. Proof. We start by noting that the non-zero scalar tuple A can not be a limit point of 0r(A) . In fact the only possible limit point is (O f O,...,0) . Indeed if fi is a limit point of OT (A) , then we take a sequence # K = (/4z 1) ,-,/^m ) ) from is a limit point of o (Aj) . Since each A 3 is compact, it follows that fjtj -0 for each ; . Since 2 is not a limit point of OT (A) , we can find a neighbourhood N of 2. containing no other point of 0r (A) . Let / : C n -* C be a holomorphic function, defined on some neighbourhood of Or (A) , which is 1 on N and 0 on (Tr(A)\{^}. Then /(A) is a projection which commutes with each A 3 . So X^ = $(/(A)) is a closed invariant subspace for each A/. And the Taylor spectrum of the restriction of A to this subspace consists only of 2. Again by the projection property, it follows that o(Aj ^) = {/?,-} . Let 2jo be a non-zero component of 2. Then AJ O \X^ is an invertible compact operator. Consequently, X^ is finite-dimensional. Since on a finite-dimensional Banach space points of the joint spectrum are joint eigenvalues, we conclude that 2 is joint eigenvalue of Abrj, hence of A. il
We define the null space and the range space of a tuple as follows :
91 (A) = (y e ^Y: There exist such that j^Ai^H
Obviously cA^(A)is a closed subspace of X. Moreover, for any 0=£A= (2i,..,2 n ) , we have N (K-^)to be finite-dimensional.
The next concept useful in investigating the spectral properties of A is the product of tuples. If B is another w-tuple of commuting bounded operators on X, then define AB to be the n 2 -tuple whose entries are A t Bj, I <i, j <n, arranged in lexicographic order. This product was introduced in [7] . Using this multiplication rule, one can successively define the powers A 2 , A 3 ,.... Then A ft is a tuple with rf entries; these are the products Ai 1 '"A tk where the indices are chosen from {1,2,...,w} with repetitions allowed, and are then arranged lexicographically.
For any k>l, the n-tuple A can also be regarded as an operator from X k to X nk , taking a vector x -(xi,...,Xk) to the nk~tuple Ax = (AiXi,...,A n xi, AiX2,...,A n Xk). Thought in this way there is a similarity with the single operator case. For any complex n-tuple 2= Ui,...,/!«) and for any k^. 1, we define the following subspaces :
The space MI (A -2) is the same as the null space J\f(A -2). When there is no chance of confusion we shall simply write Af k for M k (A~2). is bounded as A;-* 00 (see [9] , pages 278-280). That completes the proof in view of Lemma 3.2. 9
Thus the integer v occurring in Lemma 3.3 is the smallest i such that J\f t (A -1) =^+i(A-~^). We call the integer v the index and dim (J\l v (A -A) ) the algebraic multiplicity of 2 with respect to A. Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 together show that any non-zero point in the Taylor spectrum of a commuting compact tuple is a joint eigenvalue with finite algebraic multiplicity.
§4. Upper-triangularization
The starting point of this section is the classical result by Lomonosov (see [5] ) that any compact operator T on X has a non-trivial closed hyperinvariant subspace. A subspace is called hyperinvariant for T if it is invariant under any bounded operator commuting with T. It follows from this theorem that a commuting family of compact operators has a common non-trivial closed invariant subspace. This implies the existence of non-trivial chains consisting of subspaces simultaneously invariant under Ai,...,A n . Let $A denote the class of all chains which are simultaneously invariant under each A/. A straightforward application of Zorn's lemma shows the existence of maximal elements of A. We skip the details of the argument because it is the same as the one used in Section 2 to prove the existence of maximal chains. We call these maximal elements of ^A the maximal simultaneously invariant chains. Our next lemma shows that these are, in fact, simple chains. For the rest of the paper, we choose and fix a maximal simultaneously invariant chain 3F for A.
Lemma 4 8 3 0 If 2 is a joint eigenvalue then it is a joint diagonal coefficient.
Proof-There exists a non-zero vector x such that AjX = A y x for all /-l,...,w. We define M= H {L ^ ^ : x ^ L} . Then it follows from Lemma 4.3.7 of [8] that 
